LIST OF ACCREDITED EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES

Updated as of 23 April 2018

1. 1 A STAR EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
2. 1 AALIN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
3. 1ST ALLBEST HUMAN RESOURCE PTE LTD
4. 1ST SYNERGY EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
5. 21ST CENTURY CAREGIVERS PTE LTD
6. 21ST CENTURY EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD (FORMERLY 21ST CENTURY EMPLOYMENT AGENCY)
7. 24X7 MAIDS PTE LTD
8. 3A’S CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
9. 9Y2 EMPLOYMENT SERVICES LLP
10. A ONE MANPOWER SERVICES PTE LTD
11. A PLUS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
12. A STAR TRADING AND SERVICES
13. A1 EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
14. A4 EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
15. AA OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
16. AATAS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
17. ABC EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
18. ABERDEEN EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
19. ABEST HUMAN RESOURCES
20. ABEST MANPOWER PTE
21. ABSOLUTE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
22. ABUNDANT LIFE RESOURCES PTE LTD
23. AC TOH ENTERPRISES
24. ACCEPTUS MARKETING
25. ACCESS INTERNATIONAL RECRUITMENT SOLUTIONS PTE LTD
26. ACE ASIA PERSONNEL SERVICES
27. ACE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
28. ACHIEVE EMPLOYMENT LLP
29. ACTIVE CONSULTANCY SERVICES
30. ACTIVE GLOBAL SPECIALISED CAREGIVERS PTE LTD
31. ADPOINT EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
32. AFLAH EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD
33. AG EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
34. AGAPE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
35. AJ S MANPOWER CONSULTANTS
36. AKH EMPLOYMENT
37. ALBEST RESOURCES
38. ALLIED MANPOWER MANAGEMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
39. ALOHA MANPOWER AGENCY
40. ALPHA HR CONSULTANCY
41. ALPHA PLUS EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
42. AMACRE ASSOCIATES PTE LIMITED
43. AMAZING EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
44. AMITY EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
45. AMJ EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LLP
46. ANA EMPLOYMENT AGENCY & TRADING SERVICES PTE LTD
47. APAC CITIES EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
48. APEX EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
49. APEX HUMAN RESOURCES PTE LTD
50. APEZ HUMAN RESOURCES PTE LTD
51. APPLE MAID AGENCY
52. AR EXCEL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
53. ARIES RESOURCE
54. ARROW EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
55. ART EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
56. ARTHUR EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
57. ASIA CARE CONSULTANCY
58. ASIA EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
59. ASIALINK MANPOWER AGENCY
60. ASONCARE PTE LIMITED
61. ASSET RECRUITMENT AGENCY
62. ASSURED EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
63. ASTARTALENT PTE LTD
64. ASTERISK SERVICE POINT
65. ASTUTE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
66. AUK MANAGEMENT SERVICES
67. AV GLOBAL HARVEST (S) PTE LTD
68. AV MANPOWER MANAGEMENT AGENCY LLP
69. AVERISE AGENCY
70. AWAIII EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
71. AWARD EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
72. BEAUTY WORLD EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
73. BEE LEE MAID AGENCY LLP
74. BERACAH HUMAN RESOURCE CONSULTANCY SERVICES
75. BERACAH INTERNATIONAL
76. BEST HOME EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD
77. BEST HOUSEKEEPER PTE LTD
78. BEST HUMAN RESOURCE
79. BEST MANAGEMENT SERVICES
80. BESTLINK EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
81. BETTA MANAGEMENT SERVICES
82. BETTERHELP RECRUITMENT AGENCY
83. BLESS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
84. BLUESKY EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LLP
85. BOOMTOWN AGENCIES
86. BRAVO EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
87. BRIGHT MAID EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LLP
88. BRIGHT MANPOWER EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
89. BT MAID AGENCY
90. BUTLERS AND NANNIES PTE LTD
91. BY HIS GRACE EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES PTE LTD
92. CACKSON MANAGEMENT SERVICES
93. CARE (CAREER ADVISORS RECRUITMENT ENTERPRISE) PTE LTD
94. CENTRAL MANPOWERS
95. CENTRE ALCARE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
96. CEZ EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
97. CHAMPION MANPOWER AGENCY LLP
98. CHANCE RESOURCES AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES
99. CHARIS SHALOM RECRUITERS
100. CHARISHA EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
101. CITILINK CONSULTANT
102. CKW CONNECTION
103. CNC MAID AGENCIES
104. COMFORT EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
105. CONTACT ASIA PTE LTD
106. CORPORATE MISSION AGENCY
107. CORPORATE MISSION EMPLOYMENT CENTRE
108. CRISLO EMPLOYMENT AGENCY/CRISLO EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD
109. CRISLO RESOURCES
110. CRYSTALITE SERVICES
111. CT AND J EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
112. CV EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
113. D ARAZ EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LIMITED
114. D EDGE INTERNATIONAL LLP
115. DAMANPOWER ASIA PTE LTD
116. DANMAX EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
117. DANS SERVICES
118. DIRECTIONS RECRUITMENT AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES
119. DOMESTIC 21 MAID AGENCY
120. DOMESTIC AFFAIRS PTE LTD
121. E BIZ COURIER AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES
122. E EXCEL EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD (FORMERLY E EXCEL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY)
123. E MANPOWER PTE LTD
124. EBBA MANPOWER SERVICES
125. EDEN GRACE MAIDS AND EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
126. EELIT PLACEMENT AGENCY LLP
127. EJ RECRUITMENT AGENCY
128. ELCA JOB SERVICES
129. ELITE HR NETWORK PTE LTD
130. ELITE RESOURCES & TRAINING AGENCY PTE LTD
131. ENREACH EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
132. EP ONE MANPOWER PTE LTD
133. ERA EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LLP
134. EUREKA MAIDS AND MANPOWER PTE LIMITED
135. EXPRESS EMPLOYMENT SERVICE CENTRE
136. EXPRESS MAID AGENCY
137. EXPRESS MAID AND EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
138. FAIRMAID AGENCY
139. FAITH EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
140. FAMILY TREE MANPOWER RESOURCES
141. FAMILY'S CHOICE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LLP
142. FAR EAST EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
143. FAR LIVE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
144. FIRST FORM PRIVATE LIMITED
145. FIVE STAR EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
146. FME MANAGEMENT PTE LTD
147. FMP MANPOWER CONSULTANT
148. FOCUS EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
149. FOK EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
150. FOK EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
151. FORMTRACO PTE LTD
152. FOSTER RESOURCES
153. FRIENDS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
154. FROGGIES PLACEMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
155. G & A SERVICES
156. GAN MANPOWER AGENCY PTE LTD
157. GENESIS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
158. GEN-EX CONSULTANTS PTE LTD
159. GLOBAL TALENTS EVENTS & MANAGEMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
160. GODWIN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
161. GOLDWORTH CONSULTANTS AND ASSOCIATES
162. GOODLINK EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
163. GOODLINK MAID AGENCY
164. GOODYEAR EMPLOYMENT SERVICES AGENCY
165. GP EMPLOYMENT CENTRE PTE LTD
166. GRACES MANPOWER AGENCY
167. GREAT DOMESTIC HELPERS PTE LTD
168. GREAT EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
169. GREATLINK EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LLP
170. GREEN DOT MAID AGENCY
171. GREENGATE PRIVATE LIMITED
172. GUARDIAN EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
173. HANCER EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
174. HAPPY HOME AGENCY PTE LTD
175. HARMONY MANAGEMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
176. HART CONSULTANCY & TRADING SERVICES
177. HART CONSULTANCY MANPOWER PTE LIMITED
178. HAVILAH AGENCIES PTE LTD
179. HECTOR’S MULTI-LEVEL MANPOWER PROVIDER
180. HELEN MAIDS AGENCY PTE LIMITED
181. HELIAN EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LIMITED
182. HIKMAH EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD
183. HIRESTRATEGY EMPLOYMENT & CONSULTANCY
184. HOME EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD
185. HOME EMPLOYMENT SERVICE CENTER PTE LTD
186. HOME SWEET HOME PROFESSIONAL RECRUITMENT AGENCY
187. HOMEKEEPER EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD/HOMEKEEPER JOBSPLACEMENT PTE LTD
188. HOMEKEEPER INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD
189. HOMELAND EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
190. HON EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
191. HRS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
192. HUMAN DYNAMICS MANAGEMENT CENTER PTE LTD / HUMAN DYNAMICS MGNT CENTER
193. HUMSEARCH RESOURCES
194. HYPERLINK SERVICES PTE LTD
195. I PLUS Q HUMAN RESOURCES PTE LTD
196. IDEAL RESOURCES AGENCY
197. IMPRESS TALENT CONSULTANT
198. INDRAH EMPLOYMENT & MAID AGENCY
199. INNOVA RESOURCE PTE LTD
200. INTEGRITY MAID AND EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
201. INTER GREAT EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
202. INTERCONTINENTAL MANPOWER RESOURCES
203. INTERHELP AGENCY
204. INTERLINK EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
205. INTERNATIONAL MAID AGENCY
206. ISLAND MAIDS PTE LTD
207. J AND LAI EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
208. J JABEZ GROUP PTE LTD
209. JACK FOCUS EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
210. JAS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
211. JAVAMAIDS
212. JDM MANAGEMENT SERVICES
213. JDM MANPOWER HUB PTE LTD
214. JENZ CARSON EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LLP
215. JET EMPLOYMENT
216. JFORCE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE PTE LTD
217. JIA CHIA MANAGEMENT PTE LTD
218. JL EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
219. JLK EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
220. JMS MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCES
221. JO-AN RECRUITMENT & CONSULTANCY SERVICES
222. JOB CONNECT EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LLP
223. JOB REPRESENTATIONS PTE LTD
224. JOBCENTRE
225. JOBCENTRE PTE LTD
226. JOBS ANS STAFF PTE LTD
227. JOBS CULTURE PTE LTD
228. JOBSEARCH MANPOWER SERVICES
229. JOE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
230. JOY EMPLOYMENT MANAGEMENT
231. JPB EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
232. JPB INTERNATIONAL SERVICES PTE LTD
233. JPB OVERSEAS RECRUITMENT PTE LIMITED
234. JRS BUSINESS EXPRESS PTE LTD (FORMERLY JRS BUSINESS EXPRESS)
235. JS MANPOWER
236. JSM MANPOWER
237. JSTAR EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
238. JUANN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
239. JVKM CONSULTANTS PTE LTD
240. K TEAM HELPERS PTE LTD
241. K&L MANPOWER PTE LTD
242. KABABAYAN FAR EAST MANPOWER AND SERVICES
243. KAH MANPOWER SUPPLIES PTE LTD
244. KINGDOM MANAGEMENT SERVICES (FORMERLY YASMIN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY)
245. KSQ MANPOWER SERVICES
246. LABOUR EXPRESS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD
247. LB MAIDS AND RECRUITMENT AGENCY
248. LGS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
249. LGS HR CONSULTANTS
250. LITOARK EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD
251. LIVING WELL MAID AGENCY
252. LOYAL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
253. LOYAL EMPLOYMENT CENTRE
254. LOYAL EMPLOYMENT HUB
255. LV CONSULTANCY & SERVICES
256. MABUHAY EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
257. MACGOWAH H R CONSULTANTS
258. MADAM SYLVIA
259. MAGANDA EMPLOYMENT
260. MAID & ME EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
261. MAID FORCE PRIVATE LIMITED
262. MAID GURU
263. MAID MANAGEMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
264. MAID POWER PRIVATE LIMITED
265. MAIDCARE PTY LTD
266. MAIDCITY (FORMERLY JOBUZZ CONSULTANTS)
267. MAIDEN RESOURCES PTE LIMITED
268. MANPOWER SERVICES AGENCY PTE LTD
269. MANZ LINK EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
270. MATAHARI EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
271. MATCH RESOURCES PTE LTD
272. MAVEN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
273. MDS MANPOWER
274. MDS PTE LTD
275. MEGA SEARCH EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
276. MING EMPLOYMENT
277. MING HWEE AGENCY
278. MJ EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
279. MPL EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD (FORMERLY MPL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY)
280. MULTILINK EXPEDITING PTE LTD
281. MULTIMAIDS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
282. MUM SOPHIA AGENCY PTE LTD
283. MY HELPER PTE LTD
284. MY MAIDS STATION
285. NAMKEE CONSULTANTS
286. NANNYPRO PTE LTD
287. NANYANG EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
288. NATION EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
289. NATION HUMAN RESOURCES PTE LTD
290. NESAH ENTERPRISE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
291. NETWORK EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
292. NEW WAVE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
293. NEWWAY HOLDING PTE LTD
294. NICOLE CONSULTANCY PTE LTD
295. NINE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY & SERVICES
296. NL RECRUITMENT SERVICES
297. NORA EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
298. NOSTRA MANPOWER PTE LIMITED
299. OCEAN MANPOWER PTE LTD FORMERLY ABEST MANPOWER PTE LTD
300. OMNISEARCH CONSULTANCY
301. ONE EMPLOYMENT SOLUTIONS & SERVICES PTE LTD
302. ORANGE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
303. ORCHARD EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
304. ORCHARD MANPOWER/LIM CHIAP HIANG
305. ORCHID EMPLOYMENT AGENCY & MANAGEMENT SERVICES
306. ORIENTAL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
307. ORTIZ AGENCY
308. P & Q SERVICES
309. PACIFIC MANPOWER CONSULTANCY PTE LTD
310. PAMAKO EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
311. PASSION EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD
312. PATHWAY EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
313. PATIENCE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
314. PEM CONFINEMENT NANNY AGENCY
315. PEM MAID EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
316. PEOPLES EMPLOYMENT AND SERVICES PTE LTD
317. PERFECT HOME HELPER
318. PERPETUAL HELP MANAGEMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
319. PERTAMA EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LIMITED
320. PIMA AGENCY
321. PIONEER EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
322. PLETHORA EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
323. POINTERS HUMAN RESOURCES PTE LTD
324. PRESTIGE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
325. PRIME EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
326. PRIME SOURCE SERVICES PTE LIMITED
327. PRIMECHOICE MAID
328. PRIMECHOICE MAID AGENCY PTE LTD
329. PRIVILEGE SERVICES EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
330. PROSPER EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
331. PROTEMPS EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
332. PRUDENTIAL MAID CENTRE
333. QUENNIE MANPOWER & ENTERPRISES
334. RAYMOND MAIDS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
335. RAYMOND MAIDS EMPLOYMENT CENTRE
336. RECRUIT ASIA PRIVATE LIMITED
337. RECRUIT INTERNATIONAL PTE LIMITED
338. RECRUIT PLUS
339. REDOT EMPLOYMENT SERVICES LLP
340. REJOICE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
341. RELYONUS PTE LTD
342. REUBEN VITON CAREER SERVICES
343. ROLAND EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
344. S.E.A. EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
345. S1 MANPOWER & MANAGEMENT SERVICES
346. SEMIKO RECRUITMENT AND CONSULTANTS PTE LTD
347. SERVLINK EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
348. SERVQ PLACEMENT & MANAGEMENT
349. SG TRANSFER MAID PTE LTD
350. SHIRLEY EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
351. SHIRLEY MAIDS AND EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD (FORMERLY SHIRLEY MAIDS PTE LTD)
352. SIGNATURE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
353. SIN YUAN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
354. SINARMAS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
355. SING KONG EMPLOYMENT AGENCY (S) PTE LTD
356. SINGAPORE HELPER PTE LTD
357. SINGAPORE MAID HUB PTE LTD
358. SINGBEST HUMAN RESOURCE PTE LTD
359. SKILLS AND RESOURCES CONSULTANCY
360. SLF GREEN MAID AGENCY
361. SM ASIA EMPLOYMENT CONSULTANCY
362. SMDC HUMAN RESOURCE PTE LTD
363. SMDC HUMAN RESOURCE SERVICES
364. SNUGGIE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
365. SOONLI EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
366. SOUTH WEST EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
367. SPRING HELPER CONSULTANCY PRVIAE LIMITED
368. SRA MANAGEMENT & CONSULTANCY PTE LTD
369. SRC RECRUITMENT LLP
370. ST EMPLOYMENT PTE LTD
371. STAFFLINK (INTERNATIONAL) AND EXECUTIVE BRANCH
372. STARHOME PERSONEL AGENCY
373. SUCCESS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
374. SUCCESS MANPOWER EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
375. SUE PRIVATE NURSES AGENCY
376. SUMMER EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LLP
377. SUMMIT MANPOWER PTE LTD
378. SUNFLOWER EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
379. SUNRISE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
380. SUNSHINE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
381. SUNWAY EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
382. SUPER EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
383. SUPER EXPRESS HUMAN RESOURCES
384. SUPERSERVANTS SINGAPORE PTE LTD
385. SUPPLY DEPOT
386. SWIFT MAIDS PTE LTD
387. SWIFT PERSONNEL AGENCY
388. SYSTEM DATA MANAGEMENT SERVICES
389. SYSTEM EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
390. T & L MANPOWER SERVICES PTE LTD
391. TEE YAN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
392. TELSTAR EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
393. TEMPTING CAREERS PTE LTD
394. TEN MILE JUNCTION SERVICE CENTER
395. THE BRANCH EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
396. THE BRANCH EMPLOYMENT PTE LIMITED
397. THE GLOBAL PEOPLE
398. THE HR CONNECTIONS PTE LTD
399. TIARA RECRUITMENT
400. TIME CONNECTIONS
401. TM GLOBAL HR CONSULTANCY
402. TNF EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
403. TOTAL HOME CARE PTE LTD
404. TOTAL MANPOWER PTE LTD
405. TRINITY EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
406. TRUST EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
407. TRUST MANPOWER RESOURCES
408. TS CHIA MANPOWER AGENCY
409. U & D EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
410. UNICARE SERVICES PTE LIMITED
411. UNION UNITED EMPLOYMENT PTE LIMITED
412. UNITED CHANNEL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD
413. UNITED CHANNEL SERVICES PTE LTD
414. UNITED EMPLOYMENT & SERVICES PTE LTD
415. UNITED EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
416. UNITED HOME EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD
417. UNITED HOME INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD
418. UNITY EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
419. UNITY EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
420. UNITY MANPOWER INTERNATIONAL SERVICES
421. UNIVERSAL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD
422. UPVIEW EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
423. VALUE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
424. VALUEMAX EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
425. VINCENT RESOURCE AGENCY
426. VISTA EMPLOYMENT
427. VJ MANAGEMENT SERVICES PTE LTD
428. VMC SERVICES
429. VP PERSONNEL LIMITED
430. WANDY EMPLOYMENT AGENCY (S) PTE LIMITED
431. WANTA RESOURCES (S) CENTER PTE LTD
432. WONDERFUL MAID AGENCY
433. WORKFORCE HUMAN RESOURCE PTE LTD
434. WORKHOME PERSONNEL
435. WORTHY WORKERS SERVICES
436. XEDGE REOSURCE LLP
437. XEO EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

438. YES EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD

439. Z FORCE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY PTE LTD